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Abstract
The maxim of the superscalar architecture is that

higher performance can be achieved by executing mul�
tiple instructions simultaneously� This can be realized
in hardware by using a centralized instruction window�
We present the design and implementation of a cen�
tralized instruction window capable of out�of�order is�
sue and completion of four instructions per cycle� A
compact layout ����mm by ���mm� of a 	��entry in�
struction window resulted from a full�custom design in

�� �m �drawn� 	�layer metal CMOS technology� The
layout was veri�ed by simulation and shown to operate
at a clock frequency over 
�� MHz�

� Introduction
A superscalar microprocessor can resolve the de�

pendencies of several di�erent instructions dynami�
cally using a reorder bu�er and a centralized instruc�
tion window���� The design to carry out dynamic
scheduling is complex� One drawback is that informa�
tion about many instructions must be stored in hard�
ware simultaneously� The task of scheduling instruc�
tions onto functional units is another di�culty� A su�
perscalar microprocessor called the Superscalar Digi�
tal Signal Processor 	SDSP
 that implements these ad�
vanced superscalar techniques has been implemented
at UC Irvine� It uses a reorder bu�er ��� and a cen�
tralized instruction window�

A centralized instruction window keeps track of
many instructions at one time� and independent in�
structions are issued out�of�order to functional units�
New instructions are allocated to entries in the in�
struction window� while old instructions get shifted
out� essentially moving the window along the length
of the code� The out�of�order completion is handled by
initially storing the results in the reorder bu�er and
committing them to the register le in�order� The
reorder bu�er employs register renaming mechanism
to resolve the storage con�icts� Extensive simulations
were carried out to analyze the impact of changing
the various parameters associated with the instruc�
tion window � fetch bandwidth� branch prediction�
number of entries� number of ALUs� multipliers and
load�store units� instruction and data cache� and max�
imum issue�write�back ports���� These results were
taken into consideration while designing and imple�

menting the instruction window� Additional ne tun�
ings have been made regarding the branch prediction�
issue mechanism and write�back policy� because of the
hardware tradeo�s involved�

Many new processor architectures have recently uti�
lized limited superscalar principles� Most of them im�
plemented the reservation station approach and disre�
garded the centralized instruction window approach
because of a complex issue mechanism and many
operand buses� the exception being the Meta�ow ar�
chitecture ���� This paper� by discussing the imple�
mentation of a centralized instruction window� also
highlights the simplied issue logic and maximumuti�
lization of the operand buses by sharing them between
functional units� Our work demonstrates that these
advanced functions can be designed and implemented
with good space and timing constraints�

� Design
The instruction window�s function is to dynam�

ically detect instruction level parallelism and issue
as many instructions as possible depending upon the
available resources and issue ports� Figure � gives a
general idea of the relative placement and interface of
the two major components of a superscalar processor�
the reorder bu�er 	RB
 and instruction window 	IW
�

All information pertaining to an instruction is
stored in the instruction window 	including its opcode�
source operands� destination tag� ready bit� and issued
bit
� Thus� unlike the deferred scheduling method em�
ployed in the DRIS���� where another read is required
to actually read the operands after an issue� here the
opcode and operands of an instruction are issued di�
rectly to a functional unit� The instruction window is
made up of ve major elds� src� control� src� data�
instruction scheduler� src� data� and src� control�

��� Src� and Src� Control
The src� and src� control units encompass most of

the logic involved in writing results arriving from the
functional units into the source operand elds� It gen�
erates the control signals to be used by the instruction
scheduler� Various control bits associated with each
instruction are stored in this eld and updated every
cycle�

Five CAM 	Content Addressable Memory
 cells
contain the tag eld� When results from the func�
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Figure �� Block Diagram of the Reorder Bu�er and
Instruction Window

tional units return for writing� the tag associated with
that result is used to search for all matching entries
with the same tag identier�

Another responsibility is to keep track of the
ready bit information� Instructions are considered for
scheduling only if both src� and src� ready bits are
set� Since instruction scheduling must be done before
results from currently executing instructions have ar�
rived� the result tags are sent for comparison ahead
of time� The result of that comparison is also used in
the second phase of the next cycle when the results
arrive� Thus� two sets of latches are required to store
the matching results�

A unique feature of the instruction window is how
conditional branches are controlled� It compares the
predicted and the actual path inside the src� control
unit � as soon as the result of the branch condition is
returned� An extra bit is used to contain a copy of the
prediction bit that shifts in when the branch instruc�
tion is decoded� The LSB of the result of the branch
condition is compared with the prediction bit through
an XOR gate� The output from the XOR gate is used
to decide whether the prediction was correct� If cor�
rectly predicted� the src
 ready signal is not allowed to
pass through to the instruction scheduler 	IS
� i�e� the
IS will assume the instruction is not ready and will
not consider it for an issue� If the branch was mis�
predicted� then all instructions following that branch
instruction are invalidated�

A simple technique is used to generate the �� bypass
control signals for full � by � bypassing� The four
match local lines� indicating the port the instruction
is issued on� are sensed to discharge any one of the ��
bypass control signals� These signals are then driven
onto the bypass multiplexers located at the bottom of
the src
 data eld through the bypass drivers and the
necessary bypassing takes place�

Since load bypassing is implemented� an instruction
can be issued expecting that the result from a previ�
ous load instruction will get bypassed� In the event of

a cache miss� the result will not be available� Some
instructions could have been issued since the sched�
uler assumes results will be available� In this case of a
false issue� the issued bit is reset� the ready bit is re�
set� and functional units are notied that the operand
scheduled is invalid�

Although each row in the src� control unit carries
out identical logical function� the top four entries dif�
fer slightly from the rest of the group because a new
block of four instructions shift into it� The cells use
transparent latches instead of edge�triggered �ip��ops
and their timing lags behind the rest of the rows�

��� Instruction Scheduler
A block diagram of the instruction scheduler is

shown in Figure �� It forms forms the backbone of
the instruction window and is the most complex part
of the instruction window�
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Figure �� Instruction Scheduler

Five control bits indicating the instruction type are
present in the IS� one for each instruction type 	ALU�
MUL� LOAD� STORE and CNTRL
� These bits are
then utilized along with the src
 ready src� ready
valid issued
 and issued� signals to control the charg�
ing�discharging of the inputs to the lookup arrays� A
lookup array is special logic that is used to search for
the oldest entry� At the end of the scheduling� the
read lines are driven onto the match local lines of the
src� and src� data elds through the read drivers�

����� Port Assignments

For maximum e�ciency� each functional unit should
have a dedicated port in the data cell of the instruc�
tion window� Unfortunately� this leads to an unreason�
ably large size of the cell� A ��port data cell was cho�
sen based on simulation results and space constraints�
Due to the limited number of ports� a compromise had
to be made by assigning specic FUs to specic ports�

� port 
 � dedicated specically to ALU�

� port � � shared between ALU� and the MULTI�
PLIER unit

� port 	 � shared between ALU� and the STORE
unit

� port �a � dedicated for CONTROL TRANSFER
instructions



� port �b � dedicated for LOAD instructions

For port �� the structure of the instruction set was
taken into account to achieve maximum utilization�
Since the load instruction needs only src� while the
control transfer instruction needs only src
� both in�
structions can be simultaneously issued on the same
port�

����� Issue Algorithm

The �oldest rst� algorithm is used in the issue of
instructions from all categories� The FIFO nature
of the IW simplies the implementation of this algo�
rithm� The decision to implement the IW using a
FIFO was a critical decision� Since the physical order
of the instructions correspond to the original instruc�
tion stream order� special lookup array logic can be
used to implement the scheduling algorithm with a
compact layout and high speed�

The default scheduling algorithm for an instruction
is to schedule instructions out�of�order using the �old�
est rst� algorithm� Exceptions are listed below�

� ALU To schedule three possible ALU instruc�
tions� the scheduler rst searches through the
available ALU instructions to nd the oldest ALU
instruction� Then it makes another sweep of
the remaining instructions to the nd the sec�
ond oldest ALU instruction� Finally� it performs
a third sweep to nd the third oldest ALU in�
struction� Although these �sweeps� are actually
implemented by using lookup arrays which nish
this task in discrete time� the serial nature of the
algorithm accumulates to a signicant amount
of time� Even to handle these three ALUs� the
scheduling had to be extended over to two phases�
In order to be able to issue four ALUs� the cy�
cle time must increase� or an expensive algorithm
which performs scheduling in parallel be used�

� LOAD�STORE Store instructions are issued
in�order to the store unit to maintain the proper
state���� A load instruction is not issued if a pre�
vious store instruction is pending� Load instruc�
tions may be issued out�of�order within store in�
struction boundaries�

� MULTIPLY The scheduling of the multiply in�
structions is restricted based on use of a signal
that indicates the resource is available to provide
support for a multiple cycle latency multiplier�

��� Bypassing
The instruction scheduler has been designed such

that bypassing is completely hidden to it� i�e� when it
issues an instruction� it does not know whether the in�
struction already has its operand	s
 or its operand	s

will be bypassed� Bypassing is carried out by sending
the destination tag of the instruction being issued to
the src
 tag and src� tag elds of the instruction win�
dow� Matching is carried out immediately and results

in the assertion of the respective match lines� Appro�
priate instructions that were waiting on a result are
added to the pool of issuable instructions�

An important feature implemented in the IW is
load bypassing� On a cache hit� a load result will
be available in one clock cycle and can be bypassed
the same as ALU results� On the other hand� in case
of cache�miss� bypassing cannot be carried out� Since
load instructions are often at the root of a chain of
dependencies� a cache�hit for every load operation is
initially assumed� The instructions depending on its
result are then setup for scheduling based upon the ex�
pected result from load bypassing� If the instruction
is issued and a cache�miss occurs� the IW resets the
ready and issued bits that were falsely set and informs
the relevant functional units of an invalid issue�

An arguable point is that by doing this specula�
tive forwarding� the already limited issue ports are
wasted as other ready instructions could have been
issued in place of these dubious instructions� But
this is going to happen infrequently if there is good
cache performance� Without load bypassing� a load
instruction would be a ��cycle latency instruction�
This extra latency has a signicant negative impact on
performance� so the overall performance improvement
caused by load bypassing overshadows the occasional
issue port loss�

��� Write Back Policy
If a two cycle latency multiply instruction is issued�

then the next clock cycle the controller checks to see
if there is an issue of an alu instruction on the third
port� If there is no issue� the third port is free� and the
multiplier may use it� Otherwise� the multiply result
uses the forth port� If both a multiply result and load
need to use the forth port� the result of the load is
blocked for a cycle�

� Basic Cells

��� Src� and Src� Control
����� CAM Cell

A four�port CAM 	Content Addressable Memory
 cell
is used to determine which tag entries match for writ�
ing� Each match line is initially discharged� and the
register or tag used for comparison is put on its cor�
responding bit and bit lines� To evaluate� each match
line uses an active p�transistor that attempts to charge
it� If all bits match� then all the n�transistors in
the CAM cells will be open and the match line will
charge� On the other hand� if one or more bits do not
match� then the n�transistors will pull the match line
close to ground since the transistor gain factor of the
pull�down transistors is six times that of the pull�up
transistor ���� Using this method� only entries that
match will charge up the match lines� Alternatively� if
a precharge method is used� then additional precharge
control transistors would be required for each cell� and
more importantly� an additional synchronization step
would be required between the destination CAM cells
and the lookup cells� Therefore� we chose the former
method at the cost of power consumption�



����� Latch

The latches used in conjunction with the ready bit con�
sist of a simple �� transistor logic as shown in Figure ��
Both the latch and the latch signals are needed� The
output of the cell re�ects the changing input when the
latch is high�
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Figure �� Transparent Latch Schematic

����� Driver Cells

Figure � shows the read and write drivers used in
the design for driving the match local signal� The
match local signal activates the corresponding ports
on all the data cells in that specic row for read�write
operation�
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Figure �� Driver Cells

The read and write drivers function as a single dis�
tributed multiplexer� driving either the match dest sig�
nal 	during read phase
 or the match tag signal 	dur�
ing write phase
 onto the match local signal� They
keep the match local discharged during other phases�
The major advantage of using the drivers in this con�
guration is that only the n�transistors in the nal
stage are in series� In essence� the function of tris�
tating the p�transistor in the nal stage is transferred
to the nand gate� avoiding the unnecessarily large size
required for the two series p�transistors in order to
maintain the same driving capability� This also en�
sures the relatively identical size of the n�di�usion re�
gion and the p�di�usion region� resulting in a very
compact design for the large drivers�

��� Data Cell
Figure � is the schematic of the shift�storage cell

used in the instruction window� Instead of the trans�

mission gates used in the shift�storage cell in the RB�
series transistors are used to provide better switching�
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Figure �� IW Shift�Storage Cell

Normally a data cell is written by placing the data

and data on the bit and bit lines of the cell and en�
abling the n pass transistors� A ��� is written by dis�
charging the stored value through the bit line while a
��� is written by discharging the stored value through
the bit line�

The src
 and src� elds of the IW are written to
only once in their lifetime � from the time they are
created for a new instruction� to the time they get
shifted out and discarded from the IW� The design of
this cell takes advantage of this fact� Each time a new
entry is created� a ��� is shifted in to the data bits of
the src eld� Since the cell will have a value of ��� by
default� only a ��� needs to be written� This means
that the bit ports are no longer required�

To allow the worst case write of a ��� to four entries
by the same result� the series write it p�transistor is
used to turn o� the path from Vdd during the write
cycle� The width of the IW is the critical dimension
in the design� so two layers of n and p transistors are
used to create a thin cell�

��� Instruction Scheduler
The design is comprised of �� rows� each the same

height as in the control and data portions of the
instruction window� Because lookup array logic al�
lows limited amount of routing space horizontally� all
lookup arrays are grouped together at the center of the
IS� They are similar to the ones used in the reorder
bu�er ���� but physically inverted to nd the oldest
instruction� The lookup arrays for load and store de�
pendencies carry carry out the inverse function�

����� Lookup Arrays

If more than one instruction of the same type is ready
to be issued� the oldest instruction should be sched�
uled� All the matching entries above the oldest in�
struction should be discharged� Therefore� a circuit
has been designed that performs this task in constant



time with respect to the number of entries� n� and
requires lgn space�
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Figure �� Lookup Cell in the ith Row

Let m � lgn� i � ����n � �� and j � ����m � ��
If n � ��� Figure � shows the schematic for the ith
entry 	starting from the top
� In the schematic� there
are circles with a variable inside them� If the variable
evaluates to a value of �� then the circle represents a
short circuit� Otherwise� it is an open circuit� and the
connecting transistor need not be present� These vari�
ables� p 	precharge lookup
 and d 	discharge lookup
�
conform to the following equations�

pi�j � i mod �j��

and

di�j �

�
i mod �j��

j � �

�
�

����� Storage Cells

Modied version of the data cell is used in the in�
struction scheduler to store the various instruction�
type bits� The data cell for the ALU instruction�type
cell has three read ports� while the other data cells
have just one read port� The ports open only dur�
ing the fourth phase� as the internal match lines may
change their state during the scheduling phases�

����� Precharge Control Cells

Along with each data cell is a corresponding precharge
control cell for charging and discharging of the inputs
to lookup arrays� All are simple� except for the ALU
precharge control cell which needs complex logic to
control the three sweeps during scheduling�

� Timing
The instruction window uses a ��phase clock run�

ning at ��� MHz� All the control signals are generated
o� this clock�

The SDSP simulator developed at UCI aided in de�
sign verication ���� Various benchmarks were run on
the simulator� and the inputs to the instruction win�
dow were converted to IRSIM stimulus� For the rst

����� cycles of each program� the layout was simu�
lated� and the resulting outputs were successfully com�
pared against the expected outputs from the SDSP
simulator�

��� Src� and Src� Control
The control bits of the decoded instructions are

shifted into the control elds during the rst phase�
The src� and src� tags for the operands and the ready
bits are read from the reorder bu�er and latched in
during the third phase� The match against these tags
is carried out in the same phase 	the CAM logic has
been designed to allow the tag bits to change during
the match and still produce the correct result
� The
resulting match information is stored in transparent
latches for future use� In the fourth phase� the match
information and the ready bits are used to negate the
issue of the instruction in case of a false issue� Table �
lists the various events occurring in the instruction
window during the four phases�

Phase Top � rows Others
� Shift in control bits� Source tag match�

Resulting mi latched�
Shift in control bits�

� Write ready bit�
Write data�

� Source tag match� Latch mi into mf�
Resulting mi latched�
Write ready bit�
Shift in data�

� Read data� Read data
Set�reset issued bit� Set�reset issued bit�

Table �� Instruction Window Phase Table

After the instructions are inside the instruction
window� the src
 tags and src� tags shift at the ris�
ing edge of phase �� and the tags are compared� The
evaluated match lines are latched at the end of the rst
phase into transparent latches� They are then trans�
ferred to the second set of transparent latches during
the third phase� Their state is used in the second
phase of the next cycle to assert the match local lines
for the write operation� The ready bit is set in the sec�
ond phase� In case of an invalid issue� the ready and
issued bits are reset in the fourth phase� Bypassing of
results is carried out in the fourth phase by comparing
the match lines of the issued instruction against the
write lines�

��� Src� and Src� Data
Figure � is a timing diagram of the read and write

operations for operands� The delay information with
each transition represents the worst case scenario� The
worst case is from the src� data eld because it also
contains the opcode eld and therefore has more ca�
pacitance�

In the read phase� the match lines are asserted by
the read drivers from the instruction scheduler and are
used by the bypassing logic to generate the bypassing
control signals� As Figure � illustrates� this becomes
the critical path of the instruction window� The entire
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Figure �� Instruction Window Timing Diagram 	nsec


delay for the operands to reach the functional units
will depend upon routing and placement�
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Figure �� Critical Path for the Instruction Window

��� Instruction Scheduler

Phase Instruction Scheduler
� Shift the control bits�
� Start scheduling of ALU and MUL instructions�
� Start scheduling of the rest of the instructions�
� Issue instructions�

Table �� Instruction Scheduler Timing

Table � lists the major events occurring in the in�
struction scheduler during the four phases� A detailed
description of events follows�

� phase 
� The shifting of all the control bits local
in the instruction scheduler is carried out during
phase �� Their new values need to be stable before
the start of phase �� when the scheduling begins�

� phase �� Due to the serial nature of the oldest
rst algorithm� the scheduling for the ALU starts
one phase earlier� Since the multiplier shares a
port with the ALU� it also starts its scheduling in
this phase� A lookup array searches for the old�
est pending store regardless if it has its operands
ready to prevent the scheduling of any subsequent
load instructions� Also� a lookup array searches
for the oldest pending load instruction and pre�
vents scheduling of any following store instruc�
tion�

� phase 	� The scheduling of a control transfer in�
struction is carried out in this phase� Also� the
pending load and store information generated in
the previous phase is now used to schedule load
and store instructions� The store and third ALU
instructions use a common lookup array since
they share the same port� Because of the dynamic
nature of a lookup array� a store instruction could
override the last ALU instruction to be scheduled�
This does not create a problem since the oldest
rst algorithm is still maintained�

� phase �� The match lines from scheduling are
driven onto the src� and src� elds through the
read drivers� The operand values and control bits
are delivered to the appropriate functional units�

� Conclusion
In summary� we presented our design and imple�

mentation of a centralized instruction window which
is an integral part of a superscalar architecture� It is
capable of decoding and issuing four instructions per
cycle� It was veried by simulation on several di�er�
ent benchmarks and can tolerate a ��� MHz clock rate
with considerable safety margins�

An important decision was the use of a FIFO which
allowed the use of special logic arrays for fast search�
ing and scheduling of instructions� Full bypassing of
instructions was implemented� and the critical path
came from generating the bypassing control and de�
livering the operands to the functional units�
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